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Always take a good look under hood

The three stocks selected for review showed up positively in the quality screen and all look
good based on margins, consensus expectations and history. However,  it is always wise to lift
the hood and check that the engine is in as good working order as expected, that headline
reported profits adequately reflect the true trading environment and that even
well-established market dynamics are not about to change.

Looking good but beauty might only be skin-deep

● Auto Trader. The second-hand car market is having something of a purple patch
with a post-Covid rebound combined with a shortage of new vehicle registrations
(driven by the chip shortage). However, the underlying market for used cars has
been in gentle decline for some time, and that may gather pace. This leaves
Autotrader with a need to drive its ARPC ever higher in what threatens to
become a more competitive market. An ultra-dominant market position may not
be enough to sustain growth as has become the expectation here.

● RWS. A market leader in the field of technology-enabled language, content
management and intellectual property services has been propelled to the
market’s top spot by the acquisition of SDL. The success of the integration of this
business is the key to the valuation with fast and aggressive cost savings
promised. We would raise a flag about how adjusted profits may exclude key
costs, RWS’ return on capital is not great and the SDL purchase may not help. The
share price has proven to be very sensitive to even cautious news flow and could
easily be dented again if the promised savings are under-delivered or late.

● CareTech. Social care spending is dominating the news cycle, but change is
focused on care for the elderly. The group’s bias is towards children and
working-age adults. Central and local government spending is now on the mend
in this space and a highly fragmented industry structure remains ripe for
consolidation. However, CareTech has high debt, fairly low returns and its shares
have more than doubled in just over a year, but estimates are barely 5 per cent
higher. Valuation is made trickier by aggressive adjustment of profits and while
the share may appear cheap at 13x consensus EPS, in reality they are more
expensive. Investors need to dig deep into the numbers.

Analyst: Robin Hardy
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Auto Trader – a robust fortress or an Aunt Sally?

Source: FactSet

Autotrader (AUTO) is the UK’s leading online platform for buying and selling

second-hand cars (and new cars but this is substantially smaller than used). The platform,

in addition to private cars, also carries listings for prestige cars, vans, motorbikes,

motorhomes, caravans. trucks, farm vehicles and heavy plant (i.e. JCBs for construction)

plus automotive insurance and purchase finance services.

Auto Trader has been long-established in the second-hand car market, launching as a

classified newsprint magazine in 1977 before moving fully online in 2013. AUTO is

head-and-shoulders the market leader with an estimated 75 per cent market share

(based on the average customer dwell time on its platform). Management believes that in

2021, its market share is 7-10 times larger than of its leading competitors on this basis.

Positive market backdrop

The second-hand car market is looking very strong in the second half of 2021 as the

supply of new cars is under pressure from two directions. First, there is the shortage of

semiconductors vital for engine management and other systems in modern cars;  second,

production and supply chain shortfalls are being experienced thanks to Covid-led labour

shortages in manufacturing and distribution.
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The new-to-used shift has been compounded by lower market activity due to Covid-19

which has seen the average ownership period of private cars in the UK rise from around

3¼  years to 4¼ years (see Figure 1) in just one year. Overall, there is short supply of used

cars and prices have risen steeply through this year.

Figure 1: Average ownership period of UK cars

Source: Auto Trader plc

This is a positive development overall for the traders using the AUTO sales platform, but

that does not translate automatically for AUTO as its pricing is reliant on unit volume and

then optimising the average revenue per customer (ARPC – customer being the car

retailer here not the buying customer) for driving revenue. AUTO does charge more to

sell a higher priced car, but in price bands rather than as a percentage of achieved price.

These are short-term phenomena and greater market activity will increase supply in time.

If the price gap between new and used cars narrows too far, many buyers will opt instead

to wait for new car supply to improve.

Figure 2: New and used car sales UK in millions

Source: SMMT
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Factors that may slow the second hand car market

As Figure 2 shows, the UK car market was slowing before the advent of Covid-19 after

five years of growth. There are various factors that could see this trend continue after the

rebound from Covid-19/lockdowns has worked its way through.

Fewer new cars – if there is less new capacity injected into the market via new car

sales there will have to be fewer onward sales over time. Assuming scrappage

rates remain fairly constant, market activity would likely fall.

Fewer personal contract leases (PCP) – PCPs have been a major force in the

provision of new cars in recent years and this is likely to have been a key factor in

shortening the ownership period for a new car. If new cars are more commonly

purchased outright rather than leased, fewer could be available to be sold on

each year.

Figure 3: New car leasing characteristics

Source: Finance and Leasing Association

Manufacturers’ extended warranties – there is a new trend for manufacturers

to offer additional warranties (such as Toyota’s Relax scheme) where when using a

main dealer for servicing car owners gain a new 12 months of full warranty – this

may extend the ownership period for new vehicles.
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Scrappage rates – not an issue necessarily today, but as we approach the

wholesale market changes in 2030 (ban on new petrol and diesel cars) it is likely

that more older cars will go for scrap rather than recycle through the used market.

Electric vehicles – less complex and more reliable, electric cars could change

ownership life cycles for cars. Inherently focused on less waste and environmental

good, these increasingly popular vehicles could shrink the used car market.

Market dynamics

Ignoring the abnormality of the past 18 months, the underlying market for car sales in the

UK has not been one of especially impressive growth. In the last ‘normal’ year before

Covid-19, the total traded market for private vehicles was little changed from 2005 with

7.9 million used cars and trucks sold vs 7.6m and new car registrations actually lower at

2.3m vs. 2.4m. Growth in the market from 2011 to 2018 was largely recovery from the

recession caused by the financial crisis plus a surging in the UK population that took place

ahead of Brexit.

The urban population of the UK is today far less likely to own a car than historically and

nationally c.23 per cent of households do not own a car, a number that is edging higher.

Fewer young people are driving today than ever before. According to the Society of

Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT), the total number of cars on the road is likely

to  decline by around 3 per cent between 2019 and 2035, despite the UK population

forecast to rise by c.6 per cent in the same period. So, unless the cycle of ownership

shortens materially (it has been historically pretty stable at close to 3 ½ years and with

environmental forces is more likely to increase), there is limited scope for the

second-hand car market to grow very far.

As the market in this period will be going through wholesale change (new petrol and

diesel car sales will be banned from 2030 and plug-in hybrids from 2035) it feels likely

that the fall in total cars above is likely to be in large part from an increase in scrappage

rates as it will almost certainly become ever harder (and expensive) to drive an older or

diesel car.
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Figure 4: Forecast profile of new car sales

Source: SMMT: | BEV = battery electric vehicle | PHEV = plug-in hybrids | ICE = Internal combustion, Petrol & Diesel

Figure 5: SMMT forecast for total cars on the road UK

Source: SMMT/Powertrain | BEV = battery electric vehicle | PHEV = plug-in hybrids | Other = Petrol & Diesel

Competition

Having a very dominant market share position is typically seen as a substantial positive,

and this is a widely held view in the market for AUTO. However, a dominant market

position is fine so long as it can be sustained and not undermined by new entrants, who

could destabilise pricing. There has long been a decent level of competition in the online

space and AUTO has argued that it has a much stronger position due to the much higher
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dwell time customers spend on their platform. That may not guarantee that buyers

continue to transact at the same rate as historically.

Figure 6: Competition by number of cars on platform

Source: Company websites

Most of these competitors do not present an increasing threat to AUTO (Gumtree is

mostly private sales, Motorpoint is a forecourt business primarily and Motors,

Pistonheads and BuyaCar are largely stable) but Cinch and Cazoo are potentially

disruptive, especially the latter. While still small, this business is run by Alex Chesterman

the founder of Lovefilm (that became Amazon Prime Video) and Zoopla and has recently

listed on the NYSE using a SPAC (special purpose acquisition company). An experienced

disruptor with deep pockets, this could challenge both market share and the pricing

structure of the industry.

As AUTO’s high margins show, there is scope to make a decent profit in this space at

lower pricing. Both Cazoo and Cinch (owned Constellation Automotive which owns

webuyanycar.com and British Car Auctions) seem to be aggressively driving their brands

and are operating as retailers in their own right as opposed to working as an intermediary

for other car dealerships. It is still fairly early days for these businesses and they may

make little inroad into AUTO’s market but they could still upset the applecart for online

car retailing.

Driving the APRC

This is the vital element to growing revenues and profits as the underlying market looks

to be largely static. AUTO has been able to grow the ARPC steadily in recent years, but

this took a large step back last year as many free or reduced listings were offered to
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sellers. How well and how quickly these ‘give-ups’ to customers can be unwound is,

perhaps, the key element in determining the group’s profit performance.

There are a number of factors that potentially come into play here that could make the

rebound in ARPC less significant than expected and also place pressure on what has been

a strong, long-term positive driver for AUTO.

A static marketplace – separate from the market activity levels overall, the

number of retailer forecourts active, on average, on the AUTO platform is not

growing and has been fairly static since 2014 (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Average number of retail forecourts on the platform and ARPC

Source: Auto Trader PLC

Online market maturing – more than half of the steps involved in buying a used

car now happen online, but as with other large purchases (such as house buying)

there is likely to be a cap on how far this will rise. There will likely never be a full

transition to online even with the right to a 14-day return as many buyers still

want, literally, to kick the tyres. Maturity of market penetration is often followed

by price attrition, which would be made worse by competition changes. It is

notable that in a May 2021 review of all online car sales platforms, website

carexpert.co.uk concluded that there was “no clear winner” amongst the 13 sites it

reviewed, which may suggest weakening pricing power here.

Competition – as above, more aggressive competitors risk de-stabilizing prices

across the market and may force AUTO to begin holding inventory on its own

account, tying up capital.
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Danger of damage from lockdown incentives – a great deal was given away

during lockdowns and the APRC dropped by a third in FY 2021. We have not had

any updates on how this is unwinding and while management appears confident of

substantial recovery, this may be more difficult in practice to reverse

Cross-selling – AUTO’s platform offers a wide range of additional services from

valuations, car buying, finance, warranties and insurance. This one-stop shop

approach has been successful in driving the ARPC, but there has to be concern

that keeping all of these additional revenue sources may become harder.

A fast market – the current mismatch in supply and demand makes it easier to sell

a used car. This could mean private and trade sellers needing to use lesser

products to achieve the same sales and fewer may need premium ad products. A

key way in which AUTO has driven its ARPC has been by having cars listed on a

five level scale with the higher brackets being given search priority when matching

a buyer’s criteria plus a longer listing. Beginning at ‘starter’ level, the 1st upgrade

for a +38 per cent fee is ‘standard’, 20 per cent more gets you ‘enhanced’, another

21 per cent puts the listing at ‘Super’ and the premium level for another 15 per

cent  is ‘Ultra’. So, top billing on the site costs 230 per cent of the starter level. In

FY 2021, a little over a quarter of listings were on a premium level, just over 10

per cent more than in 2020. This could easily backslide in a faster selling

environment.

Hump in pricing – AUTO is likely to benefit near-term from the rise in used car

prices as more cars may be pushed into a higher value price band: a car price

£5000-£7,000 costs 18 per cent more to list than one priced at £3,000-£5,000.

However, this will be temporary and as we run through the decade towards the

ban on internal combustion engines, diesels in particular are likely to become

cheaper (diesels account for 39 per cent of the cars on the road).

Wrapping up

AUTO has a strong but not unassailable market position which has allowed it to make

very strong margins across an extended period. The underlying market for used cars

looks to be in shallow long-term decline, it is as yet unclear whether ARPC can be solidly

re-built after the price cuts and giveaways during lockdown and more aggressive

competition is coming over the horizon.  Market assumptions appear to be that the ARPC

simply swings back to pre-Covid levels but that is far from assured and does leave room

for disappointment. The rating is above the market average at 26x PE, which feels a little

demanding when questions still remain about the extent and timing of pricing restoration.
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RWS – a beguiling proposition but be sure to lift the hood

Source: FactSet

Alternative Investment Market (Aim)- listed RWS (RWS) is the world’s leading provider

of technology-enabled language, content management and intellectual property services.

In practice, that means that the group undertakes patent and commercial translations,

patent searches, patent database management, localisation (adapting software for a

specific region or language by translating text and adding locale-specific components),

interpreting, translation memory (a database that stores sentences, paragraphs or

segments of text that have been translated before) and machine translation technology

(static and real-time).

It is very large for an Aim stock with a market capitalisation of over £2bn, making it the

seventh largest stock on the junior index. This provides attractive liquidity for funds

targeting the Aim market such as inheritance tax planning (IHT) funds.

RWS’ origins were in human translation and patent filing/search, but expansion by

acquisition changed the direction from the mid-2000s and has accelerated in the past five

to seven years. Two large US acquisitions (totalling c.$150m) pushed the group into

language services for the Life Sciences segment. However, these acquisitions were
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dwarfed by more recent deals: Moravia, at $320m, pushed RWS into the localisations

market and in late 2020 the takeover of UK quoted SDL, for just over £800m, enhanced

the group’s position in machine translation, AI and web content management.

This last step propelled RWS and SDL from their mutual global top five positions into the

number one slot (based on revenues and headcount), for the first time eclipsing the

long-term leading player TransPerfect with an annual revenue run-rate now approaching

$1bn.

What RWS does

RWS is broadly based by discipline and has a strong operational spread of activities in

North & South America, Europe, India and SouthEast Asia.

Figure 1: Split of revenues post SDL acquisition

Source: RWS

Language & Content Technology – the core of the SDL business and covers

language translation technology, translation services and content management.

IP Services – the old core of the business before the large scale expansion. Patent

translation, filing and research was the largest division prior to the purchase of

Moravia in 2017.

Language Services – providing technology-enabled software localization services,

and commercial translation and interpreting services. This is primarily the Moravia

business.

Regulated Industries – Technical translations and linguistic validation for

pharmaceutical, biotech, medical device companies and clinical research

organisations.
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Figure 2: Location of staff numbers post SDL integration

Source: RWS

Acquired versus organic growth

For the past five years RWS’ performance has been dominated by acquisitions, which has

made it difficult to see how strong underlying performance has been. Following the SDL

purchase and the much greater change of scale, this is likely to become more difficult. For

example, the board identified £33m of cost savings and synergies via this acquisition, an

amount equal to more than half of the pre-combination earnings before interest and

taxes (Ebit). That does feel like a lot and if that high, that suggests that there was a great

deal of inefficiency within both businesses – neither was a minnow being comfortably

within the global top five of the industry. If that is a deliverable level, then the combination

of these two businesses would be a rare case of 2+2=5 (in this case a lot more than 5). If

over-ambitious, there is an unhatched profits warning here.

It seems likely that RWS will continue to make acquisitions in a market that is still pretty

fragmented and one in which there are a vast number of small disciplines unique to

smaller companies from which value could be extracted. However, such companies could

prove expensive to buy.

The market

Global Industry Analysts Inc in August published a forecast for the growth for the

language services industry through to 2024 indicating CAGR of 5.2 per cent, higher in

China (+7.8%) and lower in the more mature European market. While the enlarged RWS

is present in China, RWS’ business is generally focussed elsewhere suggesting that its

underlying growth rate would likely be lower than the 5.2 per cent. The forecast market
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size by 2024 is c$62.5bn so with group turnover of barely $1bn (while being the global

market leader) this suggests that there would be ample scope to continue consolidation

in a fragmented market. The top 10 players globally account for just 10 per cent of the

market and the top 100 only 15 per cent (Source: Common Sense  Advisory).

Figure 4: Global language services market – $bn per annum

Source: RWS, Common Sense Advisory, Statista

Correct recognition

Along with high levels of acquisitions in an industry where businesses are largely

composed of IP rather than physical assets, there is a need to ensure that acquired

goodwill is properly dealt with when reporting profits. Prior to its latest results (March

2021 interim) RWS had been fairly open, showing its goodwill P&L charge on the face of

its published figures and making no attempt to ‘normalise’ or convert to an underlying

profit figure. This may now have changed. SDL increased the carried goodwill by £530m

which if accounted for on a 20 year straight line basis should see £26.5m of extra

goodwill.

In its last full year (to December 2019), SDL only reported a statutory profit of £29.7m

(£37.2m adjusting for its own goodwill) meaning that before any cost savings, the

statutory profits might not show a meaningful increase. Also on this last reported profit

for SDL, the return on capital employed (ROCE) on the £800m purchase price would

have been just 3 per cent post-tax or only 6 per cent if all of the cost savings are realised.
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RWS’ ROCE has been dropping steadily for 10 years, not uncommon as businesses

substantially diversify but as shown in Figure 3, they were not at an especially favourable

level even before SDL.

Table 1: The impact of goodwill accounting on pro-forma numbers

£m £m

RWS Ebit 72.0 72.0

SDL Ebit 37.0 37.0

Savings 33.0 33.0

Total 142.0 142.0

Existing

goodwill (15.0)

New goodwill (26.0)

Reported Ebit 101.0 142.0

Interest (6.0) (6.0)

Pre-tax profit 95.0 136.0

Tax (20.0) (28.6)

After tax

profit 75.1 107.4

Shares – m 389.0 389.0

EPS 19.3p 27.6p

P/E 34.5x 24.1x

Source: Investors’ Chronicle
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Figure 3: RWS’ return on total capital before tax

Source: Factest

Consensus forecasts look aggressive

Consensus forecasts look to be aggressive on two fronts: the treatment of goodwill and

the delivery of the merger benefits with SDL. The scale of the savings indicated (£33m)

and the time scale for delivery (by September 2022) both appear to be bullish and

perhaps can only be delivered if there is a lot of eliminated, duplicated turnover. That

raises questions about the value of and value creation from the SDL deal.

A very volatile share price

In the past four years, RWS has experienced no less than six sharp reversals in its share

price. This can be easily overlooked if just looking at the long-term trends, which are

impressive: +139 per cent versus the All-Share over five years, although this drops to 40

per cent over three years and only 7 per cent over two years. This shows that the market

is somewhat wary of RWS and gives a good indication of what could happen if the

promised merger benefits from SDL undershoot on scale and/or timing. The second last

decline was the most severe in scale and duration. Relating to the SDL purchase, it

underscores a feeling of wariness by the market.
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Table 2: A spiky share price

Date High Low Fall Period Reason

Oct 2017 539p 423p -21.5% 1 month

Moravia

acquisition

Jan 2018 490p 385p -21.4% 1 month New Moravia CEO

Apr 2018 459p 343p -25.3% 1 month Trading update

Dec 2019 670p 551p -17.8% 2 months

Capital markets

day

Aug 2020 741p 523p -29.4% 5 months SDL acquisition

Apr 2021 697p 639p -8.3% 1 month

Trading and SDL

update

Source: Factset

The shares look expensive

If one uses the adjusted earnings or looks at EV/Ebitda (earnings before interest, tax,

depreciation and amortisation) basis, the shares look fully valued albeit not overly

expensive on a year 1 PE of 24x or EV ratio of 7x.

Add the goodwill back in and the statutory PE rises to 34x and this calculation has to be

the more realistic as substantial expansion by acquisition is at the heart of this businesses’

model. That PE is a high level for a business operating in a market that is likely to grow by

no more than 5 per cent per annum over the next four years, where people costs are a

potentially significant issue in a time of wage pressures. Furthermore, as the market is

very fragmented, passing through higher operating costs could be more difficult.

Another indicator that the shares are expensive is the disconnect between a high

dividend payout ratio (a third of post-tax earnings are distributed) yet the yield is only

1.5 per cent.

Finally, RWS does not make an impressive ROCE. There is now minimal debt so, capital

employed is equal to shareholders’ funds at just over £1bn. On the prudent measure of

post-tax profits and including goodwill amortisation and allowing for the full realisation of

the assumed £33m of combination benefits, pro-forma earnings could be c.£75m (see

table 1 above). That means ROCE of 7-8 per cent which is barely (if at all) above the likely

cost of capital (WACC) for this group. If very limited value is being created for the

shareholders, the combination of this, the high rating and the low yield do not make for

the most compelling case for buying the stock.
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CareTech – good markets but true performance is unclear

Source: FactSet

What CareTech does

CareTech is  a  specialist  social  care  and  educational  services  provider offering care

and education facilities for children and adults with special needs across  the  UK  with a

fledgling business in the UAE: it is not involved in care for the elderly.

Its activities are, ranking by the number of beds or day places, spread across 550

operating locations are:

● Adult learning disabilities

● Specialist education

● Foster care

● Young people & children residential

● Learning services

● Adult specialist services

CareTech is the UK’s No.2 operator in these fields having springboarded from the No.9

position in 2018 following the purchase of Cambian, then the only other quoted UK

provider. While CareTech has made a number of expansive acquisitions in recent years,

Cambian was, by an order of magnitude, the largest and most transformative. The only
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material acquisition recently was of Smartbox, a creator of screen-interactive technology

solutions to help people with disabilities to communicate better. The board hopes that

this will have a very positive impact on group performance  and “make up a sizeable chunk

of revenues” over the next five years by shifting more care programmes to a tech-led

model. However, Smartbox only cost £13m so if there is to be a large-scale

transformation of services, further acquisitions and/or heavy capital expenditure will

be required.

While debt is high (at around 3x Ebitda or 75 per cent gearing) there is constant

expansion using  the high conversion of free cash flow to purchase /develop new facilities

or purchase portfolios from other operators. While primarily focused on the UK,

expansion has been made in the last couple of years into the UAE via a 52 per cent-owned

JV. The SmartBox purchase may indicate something of a move away from simply

purchasing capacity.

An expanding market space

The care sector is very much in the news at present with the tax increases proposed to

expand and improve care for the elderly. While these new funds will not impact directly

on the provision of care for children and adults, there is likely to be an inevitable knock-on

effect. Most care in CareTech’s universe is funded by local authorities and unlike the NHS,

central government does not provide a dedicated budget for social care. Instead, local

authorities have to allocate money from their local government finance settlement.

Care for children consumes a large slice of local authority spending and with budgets

under pressure, there is a growing trend of outsourcing as numbers needing care

continue to rise.

Figure 1: Children looked after in the UK

Source: ONS
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The requirement for working age adult care in the UK is substantial, although it is still just

smaller than care for the eldelrly. Government spending on care is on a rising trend and in

the last fiscal year finally reversed a decade of declining spending, just exceeding the

spending levels of 2011. The volte-face mid-decade came in response to mass exits of

private operators and painfully apparent shortfalls in care levels. In addition to the total

£23bn of spending, around half again is funded privately, although much of this

topping-up is in care for the elderly.

Even with the improvements in spending, care in the UK is still essentially rationed: in

2020 only 43 per cent of applications for adult social care were directly met with

29 per cent receiving no help. Much of this should be partly bridged by the new social

care levy which the Treasury estimates will yield around £12bn per annum.

Figure 2: Government spending on adult social care – adjusted to 2020 prices

Source: NHS Digital, Kings Fund
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Figure 3: Applications of local government working age adult social care

Source: NHS Digital, Kings Fund

So, the market backdrop is favourable with spending now rising and clearly the need for

child and working age adult care is also increasing with the social care reforms vicariously

a positive factor. However, spending is only likely to rise by around 2-2.5 per cent in real

terms before any backdoor erosion of spending as part of the need to recover the

£300bn+ blackhole created by the Covid-19 crisis.

CareTech will need to remain proactive in order to sustain a decent growth rate but its

record in buying or developing new care capacity has been good and the scope is

considerable.

Fragmentation and opportunity

The market remains highly fragmented with numerous small and very narrowly focused

operators across the UK. CareTech estimates that it controls just 6.4 per cent of the child

and young persons social care market and only 2.6 percent of the working age adult

market, despite being the solid No. 2 player. The top 10 players control around 17½ per

cent of both market segments. While there is scope to add new capacity, Cartech’s

balance sheet may get in the way. Gearing is high at close to c.75 per cent (before IFRS

lease commitments) and close to 3x Ebitda. Debt reduction seems not to be a focus with

most free cash being ploughed into growth.
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Lowish returns

A focus on expansion rather than balance sheet health is fine as long as the returns are

high, but unfortunately CareTech’s returns are not so strong. On a post-tax basis, current

year ROCE looks to be just 9.5 per cent while the cost of capital is around 8.3 per cent, so

not a great deal of value is being created for shareholders. A bout of more focused debt

reduction could be helpful. If this replaced capacity investment (which would also help to

focus on business efficiency which appears quite onerous given the consistently high

integration charges set against profits) could drive a decent pick up in ROCE – push debt

down to near £200m and returns should move to the right side of 10 per cent, perhaps

nudging 11 per cent. This is still not especially strong, but  value creation is more

apparent and this ought to be a positive for the valuation.

Heavy adjustments

When looking at profitability and valuation, investors need to note that the last four years

have been subject to heavy normalisation profit, to adjusted profits showing performance

as the board prefers to see it. In each of the last four reporting periods there was a

significant difference between the statutory and the headline adjusted profit.

Table 3: Statutory and adjusted profits

Pre-tax profit to

Sept Adjusted Statutory

£000 £000

2020 59,653 37,823

2019 50,165 24,340

2018 32,892 15,370

2017 29,380 16,779

Source: CareTech accounts

The main exclusion is goodwill amortisation, which is substantial relative to profits and

should not be ignored as the true cost of the acquired assets that are driving the profits

need to be adequately reflected in the accounts. The other main adjustment is from

integrations and reorganizations arising due to these same acquisitions. These

adjustments are both substantial and enduring, questioning whether they should be

classed as ‘non-underlying’ and thus excluded. Assuming CareTech continues to invest in

new businesses (and not reduced debt), this is going to at least sustain and potentially

worsen. The impact on valuation is significant – on the 2020 results adjusted EPS were

43p leaving the historic PE looking low at 11x (based on 478p share price in December

2020), but on statutory earnings, it was high at 22x.
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Decoupling

The share price appears to have detached from trading since the end of Covid slump in

Q3 2020. The price has more than doubled and is now 40 per cent higher than pre-Covid

levels - forecasts for FY September 2021 are today only 6½ per cent higher in that same

period. The shares did bottom out in July 2020 at 308p leaving the apparent PE ratio at

just 6.7x which did look like they were  oversold, and even after the surge in the share

price, the first year PE is still only 14x based on adjusted EPS, although using more

prudently struck EPS it is likely to be above the market average. Given the high level of

EPS adjustment it is hard to see what a true rate of growth is, which makes it very difficult

to determine whether or to what extent a premium  over the market average is fair.

Either way, the performance of the shares in the past 12 months does appear to have

significantly decoupled from the performance of the business and the sector

fundamentals.

Wrapping up

While CareTech’s background market looks very stable and there are many opportunities

in the UK and overseas for acquisition and while the growth record appears strong and

there is strong asset backing from the freehold property portfolio (which is about to be

revalued after a three-year gap), there are points for concern here. Debt is high, returns

are relatively low and there has been sustained, aggressive adjustment of presented

results that makes determining fair value difficult. After such a strong surge in the share

price, CareTech needs to demonstrate that value creating investment is being made

rather than just expansion for its own sake before the shares have scope to move further

ahead. A low apparent PE does not automatically mean that there is value to be unlocked.
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